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Abstract
In this paper, we present a possible guideline towards a coupled simulation of textiles and human soft tissue. We have developed a
new simulator for soft tissue which is able to simulate the skin of a virtual human in a realistic manner. This simulator is coupled
with a cloth simulator so that both human skin and textiles can be simulated in parallel with mutual interaction and deformation.
The described system allows the adjustment of several material parameters of the skin and many aspects of the skin’s behavior
especially shape and volume preservation are considered. The simulation of the functionality of certain cloth types such as forming
and supporting the human skin as well as an improved control of the correct fit is permitted by the coupled simulation of cloth
and skin.

1. Introduction

Physically-based simulation is one of the major topics in today’s
computer graphics research. Amongst others, the simulation of
cloth has received much attention as it is of interest for various
branches such as the film industry, computer game development or
the clothing industry. A large number of works on that topic have
been published until today, showing plausible or even realistic sim-
ulations of garments. Many of these publications are designed to
simulate static or animated virtual humans wearing these clothes.
Most of these works, however, do not address the fact that the hu-
man skin is deformable and that there are interactions between the
garments and the human body in reality. In this paper, we present a
simulator which overcomes this lack of realism.

There is a growing interest in the simulation of soft tissue, in
particular in the fields of medical simulation and human animation.
Medical environments such as virtual realities for surgeons require
a high level of accuracy and the possibility to attach haptic inter-
faces. Contrary, human or facial animation approaches often do not
employ physically realistic simulation but prefer rigging and skin-
ning approaches to facilitate the animation process. The simulation
of the human skin in the context of cloth simulation has to be at
least physically plausible but also fast to calculate and furthermore
easy to combine with a cloth simulator. Therefore, one needs to ex-
ert methods of collision detection and collision response between
several objects.

The treatment of collisions and contact is a very important area of
research, too. Collisions are usually one of the major bottlenecks in
a simulation environment. A large variety of different collision de-
tection approaches have been proposed so far, each of them having
its own advantages and disadvantages being also more or less spe-
cialized for certain simulation environments. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to find a suitable collision detection algorithm in combination
with an adequate collision response method regarding the coupled
simulation of cloth and human skin.

Our contribution

In this paper, we present a simulation which is able to simulate
both cloth and human skin in parallel at interactive frame rates. In-
teractions between cloth and skin are possible and the simulator
can mimic deformations on the human body caused by cloth while
worn. These are important steps towards what we call a coupled
simulation of cloth and soft tissue.

We also present a refined model for simulating human skin as
well as a novel geometric constraint for volume preservation. We
introduce fast algorithms for collision detection and response which
allow the interaction between cloth and skin. As a result we may
simulate the functionality of certain cloth types like brassieres or
waist belts and provide a realistic simulation as well as an improved
control of the correct fit of tight cloth that squeezes or constricts the
wearer.

2. Related Work

Physically-based simulation has received much attention during the
last two decades and is still of major interest for the community.
Publications on cloth and soft tissue simulation as well as collision
detection and response are the most important ones for this paper.
As there is such a great variety of publications, we are not able to
give an extensive list but a quick overview of the most important
works concerning our topic.

A quite recent state of the art report on today’s simulation meth-
ods can be found in [NMK+05]. Cloth simulation was pioneered
almost twenty years ago by Terzopoulus and Witkin [TF88]. have
been several important publications since then, one of the most
prominent might be the work of Baraff and Witkin [BW98], in-
troducing a semi-implicit integration method enabling larger time
steps than previous approaches. This method is also of importance
for this paper, as we use it for the soft tissue simulation. Cordier et
al. [CVMT02] presented a real-time cloth simulation allowing ani-
mated figurines including a simulation of the skin. Their approach
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Figure 1: (a) The schematic structure of our soft tissue model. The morph targets and their corresponding triangles in the final simulation
model can be seen as the separating layers between the skeleton, the muscles and subcutis as well as the dermis. The tetrahedrons on the other
hand symbolize the volumetric layers of the human skin, especially the fat cells.
(b) Morph targets (right) are used to generate the three layers of the simulation mesh (left). The first morph target is always used without
change while the proportions f layer j of the second and the third are adjustable. The simulation mesh is sliced and colored to visualize the skin
layers (gray: skeleton, red: muscle + subcutis, pink: subcutis + dermis).

however did not provide mutual interaction and deformations be-
tween cloth and skin. Volino and Magnenat-Thalman [VMT05] fo-
cused on the prototyping of garments which is a main feature of our
cloth simulator, too.

Provot [Pro95] was the first to propose the use of geometric con-
straints on the mesh edges in combination with the integration of
forces circumventing the stiffness problem while still providing a
fast simulation. Recently, Müller et al. [MHHR07] generalized the
idea of geometric constraints. The geometric constraints we use
for the simulation of skin is based on their approach. Goldenthal
et al. [GHF+07] also presented a CLM formulation based on the
constraint’s gradient and proposed a non-iterative, fast projection
method for enforcing the constraints. According to the authors’ re-
sults, the approach is much faster than previous ones, especially
when dealing with a large number of constraints.

In order to reproduce the deformations induced on the surface
of a virtual human by worn cloth, it is necessary to simulate this
surface. Human skin is a special type of soft tissue and its simula-
tion has gained a certain amount of interest in several fields, e.g. in
medical simulation. Notable works in this area comprise for exam-
ple [BN98], [HGS03] and [MS05]. In the field of human animation,
there are some approaches to simulate the skin upon the moving
skeleton to increase the physical accuracy of the simulation (for ex-
ample [CBC+05]).

An overview of current collision detection techniques is pro-
vided by Teschner et al. [TKH+05]. The work of Sigg and Peik-
ers [SPG03] for distance field generation is significant for this pa-
per, as their ideas provide the basis for our collision detection algo-
rithm. Collision response is another important issue in physically-
based simulation. An Impulsed-based solution as presented by Brid-
son et al. [BFA02] will be used in this paper.

3. Soft tissue simulation

To simulate the human skin in a realistic but also interactive man-
ner, we need to develop an adequate model of this organ. Cloth sim-

ulation, notably in the clothing industry, requires an interactive en-
vironment. The accuracy of the simulation regarding a cloth-skin
simulation is therefore not as important as the calculation speed.
One of our main goals is to achieve frame rates sufficient for an
interactive simulation. Hence, our first step is to find a suitable un-
derlying model.

The most prominent choices are either mass-spring systems or
finite element methods. While finite elements methods usually pro-
vide a much higher accuracy, this advantage comes with a certain
increase of computational costs. The simulation mesh we use for
the human skin consists of thousands of elements so it should prove
difficult to implement a simulator based on a finite element ap-
proach with interactive simulation rates on today’s standard com-
puter equipment. Therefore, we have opted for a mass-spring model
which has been extended by some more features to increase the re-
alism of this simulation as a first step. Other authors have already
shown convincing results using mass-spring systems for soft tissue
simulation, for example [MS05] and [HJCW06].

3.1. Modeling

We use a multi-layered model of triangles and tetrahedrons for this
simulation which is similar to the one devised by Lee et al. [LTW95]
for facial animation. We have developed a novel approach to initial-
ize the simulation mesh of the skin which is based on morph targets
of the human body. Using three morph targets, we generate three
layers of triangles which separate another two layers of tetrahedrons
during our initialization process (see Figure 1a). The proportion of
the morph targets two and three regarding the final thickness of their
corresponding layer is variable as depicted in Figure 1b. Our sim-
ulator is nevertheless completely independent from the described
initialization method. The coupled simulation can be used with any
simulation mesh which comprises of tetrahedron layers.

3.2. Forces and Constraints

The calculation of internal forces which model the natural behav-
ior of a simulated object is one of the most important aspects of a



simulation. The human skin is a highly elastic organ although it is
rather incompressible and preserves its volume. In order to repro-
duce these qualities we use different types of constraints in con-
junction.

On the one hand, we compute force based constraints as de-
scribed in [BW03] to calculate forces that cause acceleration or de-
celeration of the particles during the integration step. On the other
hand, we use geometric constraints which directly affect the posi-
tions of the particles and are applied after the integration. We also
include a global damping force into our system.

The forces are described by the function

f(x, ẋ) = (−ks ·C (x, ẋ)) · dC (x, ẋ)
dx

(1)

where ks is the spring rate and thus a material parameter to de-
scribe the skin’s behavior under deformation. C (x, ẋ) is the con-
straint function subject to positions and velocities. This constraint
yields the desired behavior like distance or volume preservation for
C (x, ẋ) = 0.

Distance preservation

The simplest and most commonly used force based constraint is the
distance preservation constraint applied to the edges of the simu-
lation mesh. It models the elasticity of the skin and thus preserves
the shape of this organ. The distance preservation constraint can be
described as

Cdistance =
∣∣xi j

∣∣− li j (2)

where
∣∣xi j

∣∣ means
∣∣xi−x j

∣∣ and li j is the rest length of the edge
between the particles pi and p j. The stiffness ks in equation (1) can
be computed using a measured modulus of elasticity for human skin
as shown in [Gel98] for triangle meshes.

Volume preservation in tetrahedrons

Concerning volume preservation we pursue two different ap-
proaches. The first one preserves the volume of each tetrahedron
element by applying forces to restore the original or rest volume.
This idea is mainly based on the work of Teschner et al. [THMG04]
on the simulation of deformable solids. The formula to calculate a
tetrahedrons volume is required for deriving the forces to apply on
every vertex of a tetrahedron and given by

Vtetrahedron =
∣∣∣∣1
6

(x2−x1) · (x3−x1)× (x4−x1)
∣∣∣∣ . (3)

The general constraint for volume preservation constraints is de-
fined as

Cvolume =
(Vcurrent −Vrest state)

Vrest state
. (4)

When dealing with tetrahedrons Vcurrent is calculated using equa-
tion (3) though without the absolute value bars in order to detect
inverted tetrahedrons. Vrest state is the volume of a tetrahedron at its
rest state. The material parameter ks to calculate the volume preser-
vation forces (1) has to be determined by experiments.

Volume preservation of the whole object

The volume preservation force which acts on the object as a whole
is based on the work of Hong et al. [HJCW06]. They use the di-
vergence theorem to derive a formula to calculate the volume of a
closed object considering the triangles and normals of its surface.
This formula is given by

V =
1
3

nt

∑
i=1

Ai

3
ni ·

(
x1

i +x2
i +x3

i

)
(5)

where Ai is the area, ni the normal and x j
i the positions of the ver-

tices of the i-th triangle. Using equation (4) we can devise a con-
straint that preserves the volume of the object. Vcurrent is determined
by equation (5) and Vrest state is the global volume of the object in
its rest state. We also multiply the force acting on every particle pi
around a deformation zone with the weight factor wi as described
in [HJCW06]. Thus, we create a bulging effect around the regions
of the skin which are deformed by the cloth as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A bracelet which is pulled down deforms the skin of an
arm. The global volume preservation is limited to a region around
the deformation, thus creating a bulging effect.

3.3. Integration

We have opted for an implicit Euler integrator as a solver for the
differential equation of our simulation for several reasons. One as-
pect is the stability of this integrator even under large time steps. As
the calculation of the above mentioned forces and also the following
geometric constraints is computationally very costly, it is necessary
to reduce these computations by using larger time steps. The use
of an implicit integrator slightly increases the complexity and the
computational costs compared to an explicit solver. However, this
increase is negligible in comparison to the reduction of constraint
calculations due to the larger time steps. We are therefore able to
achieve interactive frame rates.

4. Geometric Volume Constraint

In order to simulate the skin’s behavior realistically when com-
pressed, we propose a novel geometric constraint. The human soft
tissue always preserves its volume when deformed as it mostly com-
prises incompressible water. As we have already mentioned in the
previous section, we apply forces in our simulation to preserve vol-
ume. These methods however only produce a linear force that re-
stores the volume of the simulated skin. Furthermore, the forces do
not guarantee that the layers of the simulation mesh do not penetrate
each other.

We have therefore developed a new volumetric constraint based
on the ideas of Provot [Pro95] for cloth simulation and the recently
published work of Müller et al. [MHHR07] on Point Based Dynam-
ics. This constraint acts on the tetrahedrons of the mesh. It ensures
that the volume of one tetrahedron remains in a predefined range.
If the volume of a tetrahedrons falls below or exceeds this range,
its vertices will be moved so that the volume constrained is fulfilled
as shown in 3. In combination with the force constraints, we ob-
tain a non-linear volume preservation rate for the simulated skin.



Figure 3: The volume constraint’s effect on the positions of the par-
ticles: if, for example, a tetrahedron (here depicted in white) is too
large in volume, the particles will be moved so that their new posi-
tion is x+

i = xi + ∆xi. The resulting tetrahedron (here blue) has an
acceptable volume.

Additionally, the constraint ensures that the layers will not inter-
penetrate. The equation describing the displacement of each vertex
by the constraint

∆xi = λ ·wi ·di (6)

is similar to the one devised by [MHHR07]. In equation (6) wi =
1
mi

is a weight factor to cope with individual particle masses and di
is the direction of the constraint projection. As this direction should
cause the maximal change in volume it is equal to the derivative of
the tetrahedron volume equation (3) with respect to the vertex posi-
tion xi. λ is the scalar we need solve the equation for. This can either
be done by the linearization as described in Point Based Dynamics
or, in this case, it is also possible to solve the equation analytically
as the constraint results in a polynomial of third order.

5. Coupled simulation

The coupled simulation of cloth and soft tissue can be split up into
two major tasks. Firstly, one needs to find the regions where cloth
and skin may possibly interact. Thus, a collision detection between
cloth and soft tissue objects is required. Secondly, it is necessary to
react on a collision in a physically accurate manner. We therefore
need a physically correct collision response.

There are requirements which both the collision detection and
the collision response need to fulfill. It is obvious that both algo-
rithms shall not be expensive in calculation time and in their data
structure updates as we are dealing with an interactive simulation
environment. Furthermore, the collision response requires various
information from the collision detection to accomplish its task, i.e.
the collision triangle on one object for a collision particle on the
other.

The integration of the system of linear equations as well as the
calculation of the constraints are independent of the interaction be-
tween cloth and soft tissue. The necessary calculations can therefore
be executed separately and in parallel. The two simulations need to
be synchronized only at the collision detection and response step.

5.1. Collision detection

A large number of different collision detection algorithms have been
proposed and investigated in the context of animation and simula-
tion. For our purpose we have developed a new collision detection
algorithm based on two existing ideas which provides the necessary
information for the collision response.

Figure 4:

We call our method a Distance Prism Hierarchy (DPH) and it can
be seen as an extension of the well known Bounding Volume Hi-
erarchies (BVHs). While the construction of the tree and the inner
nodes is very similar, its leaves do not only comprise the triangle but
also a three-sided pyramid frustum enclosing the triangle. The sides
of this prism are tilted to the half angle plane between two neighbor-
ing triangles. The caps of the prism are planes parallel to the triangle
and shifted to given positive and negative distance thresholds.

By construction each prism encloses all points of R3 up to the dis-
tance thresholds for which the closest point lies on its corresponding
triangle. Additionally, it also encloses a part of the points of R3 for
which the closest point lies on the vertices or edges of the triangle.
The missing points of R3 for edges and vertices are enclosed by the
neighboring prisms. Those prisms have been introduced by Sigg et
al. [SPG03] for the GPU-based generation of distance fields.

In our hierarchy the bounding volume of the parent node of a leaf
node will encapsulate its prism. The hierarchy is build top down
by splitting the triangles recursively along the longest side of their
enclosing bounding box once in a pre-processing step.

For the collision detection of vertices against a DPH, the tree
is traversed exactly like a BVH. However, the collision test for the
leaves is different. A candidate vertex is tested against all the prisms
found during traversal. If the vertex lies within the prism, the signed
distance to the triangle can be computed easily. The triangle with the
smallest absolute distance is closest to the vertex. The correspond-
ing signed distance and triangle are the result of our collision query.

Our approach combines the advantages of distance fields, which
provide the necessary information for collision response, with the
flexibility of BVHs, which allow to determine quickly the corre-
sponding triangle.

In our coupled simulation we are testing the particles of the cloth
mesh against the surface triangles of the soft tissue mesh. We create
a DPH for the skin only and test every cloth particle for a collision
with this structure. A particle and the reported closest triangle will
exchange energy during collision response. During simulation the
skin deforms and the DPH is updated after each simulation step.
This refitting of bounding volumes is efficient for deformable ob-
jects with fixed topology [TKH+05].

5.2. Collision response

Our collision response is based on the ideas of Bridson et al.
[BFA02] using impulses and a friction approximation. After a col-
lision between a cloth particle and a soft tissue triangle is detected,
we use the barycentric coordinates of the collision point to interpo-
late the momenta of the triangles vertices. Thus, we create a virtual
collision particle on the triangle. We consider a collision between
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Figure 5: Female figurine wearing a bra. (a) soft tissue simulation is inactive. The bra does not deform or support the figurines breast; (b) soft
tissue simulation active, the breast are pushed up and formed; (c) the differences between the two in the breasts region.

cloth and skin as a completely inelastic one. Therefore, the result-
ing velocities v+

n pcloth
and v+

n pvirtual
in the direction of the triangles

normal n of two colliding particles (pcloth and pvirtual) are equal.
They can be described as

v+
n pcloth

= v+
n pvirtual

=
mpcloth ·vn pcloth +mpvirual ·vn pvirual

mpcloth +mpvirual

(7)

where mpcloth and mpvirual are the masses of the respective particles.
If v+

n pcloth
· n < 0 an impulse between cloth and skin particles will

be exchanged. Otherwise, this is only a contact region. In case of a
change of momentum the resulting velocity of the cloth particle is
simply v+

n pcloth
while the velocities for the real particles of the skin

triangles have to be calculated according to the barycentric coordi-
nates w1..3 and the impulse Ipvirtual on the virtual particle

Ipvirtual =
(
v+

n pvirtual
−vn pvirual

)
· m1m2m3

m1m2w2
3 +m1m3w2

2 +m2m3w2
1
(8)

v+
i = vi +wi ·

(
Ipvirtual /mi

)
(9)

where vi is the velocity and mi is the mass of the i-th triangle parti-
cle.

We also use a Coulomb approximation of friction

v+
t = max

(
1−µ · |vn|

|vt |
, 0

)
·vt (10)

in order to simulate this energy dissipation, where vt is the velocity
of a particle tangential to the surface. For the sake of simplicity we
use the same friction coefficient µ for both static and kinetic friction.

As the changes in velocity do not have an immediate effect on
the particles’ positions, we separate the cloth particles from the soft
tissue mesh by moving them back to the surface if necessary. The
correction of the positions does not have an impact on the particles’
velocities, though. We subdivide the cloth triangles and test the sub-
divisions against the soft tissue surface, too, in order to avoid inner
triangle collisions.

6. Results and Discussion

In this work, we have presented a method of simulating both cloth
and skin in parallel with mutual interaction and deformation. The
coupled simulation enables us to simulate not only cloth itself, but
also to reproduce the effect that cloth has on the body. We can now

simulate cloth with a particular functionality, like brassieres (see
Figure 5). We have also improved the control of the correct fit, es-
pecially concerning tight garments like trousers (Figure 6). With our
simulator cloth of different sizes deforms the wearer differently as
shown in Figure 7. The differences in the visual result might not be
drastic at the first sight, but they are very important for the virtual
prototyping of garments.

The soft tissue simulation can be controlled by several material
parameters like elasticity, thickness and compressibility. Many as-
pects of the skin’s behavior in reality, like shape and volume preser-
vation have been considered. The novel geometric constraint pre-
sented in this paper turned out to be a great asset regarding the re-
production of volume preservation and incompressibility of the skin
as well as for an increase in stability of the simulation.

The simulator fulfills our requirement of an interactive system
under certain circumstances. Depending on the complexity of the
scene, especially the number of triangles and tetrahedrons, as well
as the number of activated simulation regions, our simulator can
produce up to 10 frames per second on a today’s standard PC (see
Table 1). Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement concern-
ing the speed as well as the physical accuracy of our system.

7. Summary and Future Work

One of our main goals for the future is the simulation of fully-
animatable and deformable avatars wearing clothings. We therefore
need to develop a system simulating an non-static avatar with mov-
ing extremities which is still deformable by the worn textiles. We
would then be able to simulate for example sports wear in action,
for example.

Furthermore, we would do more research in a soft tissue sim-
ulation system based on a finite element approach to increase the
physical accuracy. Improvements in physical accuracy could also
be achieved by including creeping and relaxation in the skin’s be-
havior which is neglected right now.

Another important issue is the increase of simulation speed. This
could be achieved by improving the collision detection and re-
sponse algorithm, further parallelizing the simulation, especially in
the light of the new generation of multi-core CPUs, and maybe also
by some kind of adaptive meshing. Another interesting field of fu-
ture research is the assignment of material parameters measured in



Simulation Tetrahedrons FPS forces + integrator geometric constraints collision
bracelet 15360 10.9 74 % 14 % 12 %

bra 11148 4.8 66 % 8 % 26 %
skirt (some simulation regions active) 15951 4.1 67 % 8 % 25 %

skirt (all simulation regions active) 40722 2.2 70 % 20 % 10 %

Table 1: Performance measurements of different test scenes, including the percentage of CPU time required by the most important calculation
steps (performed on a Athlon X2 3800+).

real-life to the simulation. We are also considering the possibility of
simulating the inner organs. Currently, everything below the skin is
regarded as stiff which is not true in reality especially in the abdom-
inal region.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Male figurine wearing trousers. (a) Cloth simulation without a deformable skin: the figurine is not squeezed by the cloth it is wearing;
(b) Coupled simulation of cloth and skin: the skin of the figurine is deformed and squeezed by the trousers especially in the region around the
buttocks; (c) The difference between a and b in the region of the buttocks.

(a) M sized skirt (b) L sized skirt

Figure 7: Comparison of skirts of two different sizes of the same garment. The figurine in the left image wearing a smaller skirt is more squeezed
in the waist than the one right image with a larger skirt.


